November 4, 2016
Dear Dr. Soderman,
I am following up on our discussion with Deborah Maddison on NAASCA on November 4, 2016
I never had any complaints, before or after my mandated report of suspected child abuse.
a CYS/CPS and others solicited seven false complaints (at virtually the same time) to help the abuser, instead of protecting the abused
childb. After I reported child abuse, the child victim repeatedly threatened suicide, because she was not being protected by CYS.
bI had to have my own attorney contact the Judge (since CYS never assigned a case number, to assign a GAL/atty The Judge issued
an order to protect the child victim (which confirmed my mandated report of abuse)
c. State Police confirmed that CYS still did not open a case or assign a case number, to protect the child or investigate abuser!
d State Police summary confirmed ". . . . Violations (by government) of the Crimes code. . exist.”
Dauphin County DA requested a criminal investigation of my case, because it clearly involves allegations that persons were
attempting to influence state officials . . . or benefit from such influence . . . (71 PS §732=205 (1)."
Instead of investigating, OAG, Police and other law enforcement, wrote letters contrary to the legal record
On 6-3-14, Hon. Attorney General Kane noted (concerning the report on Penn State scandal)
: . . .making sure that our children are protected is the most important thing, . . . to . . . . [Kane] and . . . to all of
Pennsylvania . . . . that public corruption is disgusting. . . . It is important to me [Kane] that we do all that we can to
eradicate public corruption. “
Then, why, has Attorney General not responded to requests for an investigation and not done anything about criminal
violations confirmed by the State police summary?

I was previously contacted by staff for Congressional leadership and Congressional Committees in both US Senate & US
House of Congress and leaders of national organizations, who I understand met with White House staff on May 10, 2010.
President Obama and Vice President Biden had a special event at the White House, where they voiced concern about the
tragedy of domestic violence and abuse and how it affects children.i On 3-26-15 Vice President, Joe Biden: Domestic Violence
[and child abuse] Is A 'Public Health Epidemic'ii
Mark Spotz was a severely abused child, but was not adequately protected or rehabilitated by the same CYS in Clearfield County,
PA.(about same time), as cover up of child abuse and retaliation by in Jim Singer’s case. Spotz would became a serial killer of 4
people in several counties!iii
Tom Zook Director of Clearfield County, PA CYS (same agency as Spotz) threatened me (indirectly) and apparently retaliated to
cover up violations of his agency). Zook was also linked to kerosene heaters, paid for with government funds in Columbia County,
PA. As a result, I understand that young children (in foster care were left alone, unsupervised with the heater and burned to death.
PA State Secretary of Welfare Beverly Mackereth indicated that she personally knew one of the victims (Penny L. Gunnet of New
Salem, PA, who Mark Spotz (abused child from Clearfield County) murdered in York County, PA.) But, Mackereth would do
nothing about serious violations of her own agency CYS:
1-not opening a case, to protect the abused child or investigate abuser
2-CYS deliberately released confidential identity of the abused child and mandated reporter and solicited false complaints, to help the
abuser, instead of protecting the child.
I hope to hear from you soon. Thank you for your dedication.
Sincerely,
James Singer, Ed.D.
717-805-8861
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http://www.whitehouse.gov/blog/2010/10/27/event-end-violence-against-women
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http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2015/03/20/biden-domestic-violence-epidemic_n_6911820.html

http://www.pennlive.com/midstate/index.ssf/2013/05/notorious_murder_june_ohlinger.html
Institutional records provided by Molly Muir from Clearfield County Children & Youth more than adequately detailed the abuse, neglect, and violence prevalent in the
Spotz household. http://caselaw.findlaw.com/pa-supreme-court/1104559.html

